
Job Description
Relationships and Communications
Manager to the CEO

Department Office of the CEO

Reports to Chief Executive Officer

Direct Reports Engagement Officer

Grade Grade 6

Status Fixed Term full-time (36 months)

Location Sydney
Based in Greenpeace's normal places of business and or
employee's home (on request)
(The demands of the role are likely to require regular work on
nights and weekends and regular interstate and possibly global
travel.)

Role Purpose

The Relationships and Communications Manager to the CEO will lead the evolution and
delivery of an integrated communications and engagement strategy to build and leverage the
CEO’s public profile and networks, to drive organisational goals.

You will be responsible for driving the outward facing performance of the CEO, building their
power, networks and voice in the cause of advancing Greenpeace’s mission and objectives. You
will be the primary support for the CEO’s personal key relationships in culture, media, politics
and business.

Some communications and relationship opportunities are only available for heads of
organisations and every CEO has their own set of strengths. Your role will be to unlocking
these opportunities and strengths to maximise the CEO’s ability to drive Greenpeace’s strategy
to achieve our mission.

This role is strategic, entrepreneurial, practical and relational. You will be proactively identifying
opportunities for the CEO to contribute to public debate and exert network influence in
support of organisational goals.

This role also takes overall business management of the business of the Office of the CEO and
ensures that resources within the team are most effectively aligned to organisational strategy.



You will be expected to drive various organisational projects and strategies as necessary to
meet strategic priorities.

Greenpeace Values Greenpeace Mindset

Global Mindset Greenpeace is an independent campaigning organisation,
which uses peaceful, creative confrontation to expose global
environmental problems, and develop solutions for a green
and peaceful future. Our goal is to ensure the ability of the

earth to nurture life in all its diversity. That means we want to
protect biodiversity in all its forms; prevent pollution and

abuse of the earth’s ocean, land, air and fresh water; end all
nuclear threats, and promote peace, global disarmament and

non-violence.

Trust and Respect

Values People

Knowledge Sharing

Goal Orientated

Cutting Edge

Key metrics

CEO Profile

Key Relationships Impact

Performance and Communications Impact

Workflow Management

Role Responsibilities

Profile

Key Metric How Success is Measured

The CEO’s Profile
is powerful and
serving
organisational
objectives

● The CEO’s public role and the strategic value it has in driving
GPAP’s mission is clearly defined

● The CEO’s public voice is consistent, authentic and is adding
unique significant  value to achieving organisational objectives
and impact.

● The position and title of CEO of the organisation is being
maximally leveraged to achieve organisational strategies and
objectives.

● The  CEO’s profile and reach is increasing with the right
audiences, and is increasing Greenpeace’s ability to achieve
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objectives and impact, including in high-value campaign
moments.

● The CEO is dynamically responding to breaking events consistent
with organisational strategy and objectives.

● Opportunities for the CEO to make impactful public comment to
advance organisational strategy and objectives are being
proactively identified, and planned for.

● The CEO is visible in the right places, at the right time, saying the
right things, to drive organisational impact.

● The CEO is appearing and attending the right events to raise their
profile to drive organisational strategy and objectives.

● There is proactive and efficient coordination across the
organisation to ensure that the CEO is highly effective in driving
organisational campaign, engagement and fundraising goals.

● The CEO’s public profile is contributing to driving major
philanthropic investment in GPAP

● Media and social media monitoring tools are being skillfully
applied to evaluate and optimise the CEO’s public profile and
performance consistent with organisational strategy and
objectives.

External Relationships

Key Metric How Success is Measured

The CEO’s key
relationships and
networks are
carefully
managed and
expanding

● The CEO’s network of key relationships in culture, media, politics
and business is aligned to organisational objectives, expanding
and carefully nurtured.

● The organisation’s key influencer strategy is fit-for-purpose and
delivering on objectives.

● The CEO’s network of relationships are real relationships, not
transactions, and fully supported as such

● The CEO’s network is being appropriately shared with other
organisational leaders to avoid key person risk.

● The CEO’s network of key relationships is providing significant
and demonstrable value towards achieving organisational goals.

● There are effective synergies between the CEO’s key relationships
in culture, media, politics and business, and key relationships in
philanthropy

● Maintenance of excellent personal relationships and interactions
with key contacts

● The systems for the CEO’s inbound and outbound
communications with key relationships across all mediums and
platforms are timely, appropriate and effective.

● Excellent audience appropriate-communications are being
produced and disseminated to the CEO’s key relationships in a
timely and impactful manner.
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● The CEO is contacting the right people, at the right time, in the
right way, to deepen relationships and drive organisational
impact.

● The CEO is appearing and attending the right events to expand
and deepen key networks to drive organisational objectives.

People Management

Key Metric How Success is Measured

The OCEO’s
culture and
working
relationships
are excellent

● T.
● The CEO is appearing and attending the right events to expand

and deepen key networks to drive organisational objectives.
● The OCEO has an excellent culture which exemplifies the

organisation’s cultural values and aspirations.
● The OCEO’s crucial interdependencies within Greenpeace are

nurtured and optimised to ensure strategic integration
● The OCEO’s working practices are optimal and sustainable.
● Effective leadership and management of the Engagement Officer

and any interns, volunteers or contractors for which the OCEO is
responsible

● The priorities and resources of the team are effectively calibrated
and aligned with organisational objectives

● The OCEO is actively learning as a team
● The OCEO holds appropriate skills to provide resilience across

roles for critical functions elsewhere in the organisation
● The CEO has highly effective relationships and working

partnership with the Board Chair, Board and the Leadership
Team

Public Performance and Communications

Key Metric How Success is Measured

The CEO’s public
performance and
communications
are high impact,
and driving
organisational
objectives and
strategy.

● The CEO’s public communications and networks are providing
high level value add to key campaign moments.

● The CEO is well-prepared for all public and media appearances
● The CEO’s media skills are continuously improving, delivering the

right message, at the right time, in the right place.
● The CEO’s presentations at events are impactful and tailored to

be audience-appropriate.
● The CEO’s writing commitments are aligned with organisational

strategy and objectives and delivered in a planned and delivered
in a timely and orderly way.

● The CEO’s social media content and other public performance
and communications are consistent, aligned with strategy, and in
a virtuous cycle of reinforcing and amplification.
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Compliance with Framework Conditions

Key Metric How Success is Measured

Upholds
Greenpeace
values and
policies

● Demonstrating our Culture of Impact
● Abiding by Greenpeace Australia Pacific Code of Conduct and

related Integrity Policies
● Maintaining strict confidentiality
● All personal or campaign activities do not bring Greenpeace into

disrepute (in case of doubt you will be expected to discuss the
issues with the CEO).

Role Requirements

Knowledge
● Understanding of the full potential of the CEO’s role to drive organisational strategy and

objectives
● Understanding of the role, key relationships, voice, manner and accountabilities of the CEO

of GPAP
● Strategic and operational understanding of the functioning of events communications,

media, social media and communications
● Understanding of the practical systems and steps necessary to prepare a CEO for public

performance and media appearances.
● Understanding of the how to establish and nurture key relationships and networks to

driving organisational strategy
● Understanding of personal voice / branding and how this is deepened and grown to

support the organisational mission.
● Understanding how to manage a small team to optimise contribution to organisational

strategy and objectives.

Skills
● High level relationship management and interpersonal skills, including appreciating the

nuances of the CEO’s web of networks and relationships at a deep level
● Proof-reading, sub-editing and advice on high level content
● Ability to act as a ‘sense-check’ sounding board for the CEO
● Excellent written and verbal interpersonal communication
● Personal brand management and promotion
● High level strategic communications thinking
● Ability to maintain high level of professionalism, confidentiality and discretion

Experience
● At least two (2) years’ experience in a similar or related role
● Sufficient experience in relation to key role responsibilities
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Employee Commitment

Signature: Date:
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